Abstract. Generically, the singular complex analytic vector fields X on the Riemann sphere Cz belonging to the family
have an essential singularity of finite 1-order at infinity and a finite number of poles on the complex plane. We describe X, particularly the singularity at ∞ ∈ Cz.
In order to do so, we use the natural correspondence between X ∈ E (r, d), a global singular analytic distinguished parameter Ψ X = ω X , and the Riemann surface R X of the distinguished parameter. We introduce (r, d)-configuration trees Λ X : combinatorial objects that completely encode the Riemann surfaces R X and singular flat metrics associated to X ∈ E (r, d). This provides an alternate "dynamical" coordinate system and an analytic classification of E (r, d). Furthermore, the phase portrait of Re (X) on C is decomposed into Re (X)-invariant regions: half planes and finite height strip flows. The germ of X at ∞ ∈ C is described as an admissible word (equivalent to certain canonical angular sectors). The structural stability of the phase portrait of Re (X) is characterized by using Λ X and the number of topologically equivalent phase portraits of Re (X) is bounded. Motivated by the nature of meromorphic and essential singularities of complex analytic vector fields on Riemann surfaces [17] , [1] , [2] , we study the families , where π X,2 is as in Diagram (8) . See also Lemma 3.1, and [1] , [2] , [3] . The existence of the biholomorphism C z , X ∼ = R X , π
With this in mind, in §4, we introduce (r, d)-configuration trees Λ X which are combinatorial objects that completely encode the branched Riemann surface R X , for X ∈ E (r, d). Thus providing explicit "dynamical coordinates" for R X , which allows us to obtain a complete global analytical and geometrical classification for the family E (r, d).
The vertices of Λ X are the branch points in R X , as in (4), including their ramification index. The weighted edges of Λ X provide us with two pieces of information: 1) each edge specifies which pair of branch points share the same sheet of R X , 2) the weight of the edge tells us the relative number of sheets of R X , we must go "up or down" on the surface in order to find another sheet containing other branch points. As a consequence we have:
Main Theorem ((r, d)-configuration trees as parameters for E (r, d)).
There is an isomorphism, as complex manifolds of dimension r + d + 1, between E (r, d) and equivalence classes of (r, d)-configuration trees, i.e.
In §5 explicit examples of Λ X as well as a digression on some of the difficulties encountered in the proof of the Main Theorem, are presented. The proof is presented in §6, with the description of the equivalence relation and their classes [ · ] in §6.3.
The Main Theorem provides another characterization of the family E (r, d) (see [1] , [2] and [3] ) and enhances the work of A. Speiser [21] , R. Nevanlinna [19] , [20] p. 291 and G. Elfving [11] on the classification, via line complexes, of (simply connected) Riemann surfaces R X related to meromorphic functions Ψ X . Provided with the description of R X by means of Λ X , we can now answer the following question:
How can we describe the singularity of X at ∞ ∈ C z , for X ∈ E (r, d)?
We ask for a topological/analytical classification of the germs ( C, ∞), X for X ∈ E (r, d). A natural idea is to look at the germ and try to split into a finite union of angular sectors hyperbolic H, elliptic E, parabolic P and entire sectors E, this last based upon e z ∂ ∂z at infinity; see Figure 9 . Thus obtaining a cyclic word W X . Of course this classical idea has its roots in the work of I. Bendixon, A. A. Andronov and F. Dumortier et al.; see [4] p. 304, [5] p. 84 and theorem 5.1 in [1] .
The following theorem answers the above posed question, as well as the dynamical description of the phase portraits of Re (X).
Theorem (Dynamical applications). Let be X ∈ E (r, d).
1) The cyclic word W X associated to X at ∞ is recognized as (5) ( C z , ∞), X −→ W X = W 1 W 2 · · · W k , W ι ∈ {H, E, P, E}, with exactly 2d letters W ι = E. 2) The word W X is a complete topological invariant of a germ ( C, ∞), X . For the accurate assertions and proofs, see Theorem 10.1, Theorem 9.2 and Theorem 9.3 respectively. A stronger version of the decomposition of the phase portrait into Re (X)-invariant components, can be found as Theorem 8.1. In particular, for X ∈ E (r, d) the Riemann surface R X admits an infinite number of half planes H 2 if and only if d ≥ 1. However, Example 14 provides a Riemann surface admitting a decomposition in an infinite number of half planes, where the corresponding vector field does not belong to any E (r, d). Moreover the topological classification of functions Ψ X is coarser than the classification of phase portraits of vector fields Re (X), for E (r, d), see Remark 14.
Diagramatically, we have
.
The Main Theorem provides the global, on C, analytic bijection. Moreover, the notion of local invariance makes sense, see §10. For the essential singularity of X at ∞ the analytic/topological nature of the invariant is certainly a novel aspect. Some of the proofs presented are based upon technical results of [1] , however the evidence and examples provided in this work allow for a self contained reading and understanding.
2. Different facets for singular analytic vector fields X ∈ E (r, d) 2.1. Vector fields, differential forms, orientable quadratic differentials, flat metrics, distinguished parameters, Riemann surfaces. We consider the family E (r, d) as in (1) . Let X ∈ E (r, d) be a vector field, we denote by P = {p ι } the set of poles of X. The associated singular analytic differential form (6)
A singular analytic quadratic differential Q on C z is orientable if it is globally given as Q = ω ⊗ ω, for some singular analytic differential form ω on C z . In particular,
The singular horizontal foliation of Q X on C z \P corresponds to the trajectories of the real vector field Re (X), see for instance (2.2) of [1] . Since ω X is holomorphic on C z , the local notion of distinguished parameter, see [22] p. 20, can be extended as follows.
P (ζ) e −E(ζ) dζ : C z −→ C t is a global distinguished parameter for X (note the dependence on z 0 ∈ C z ).
A singular flat metric g X with singular set P ⊂ C z is the flat Riemannian metric on C z \P defined as the pullback under Ψ X : (C z , g X ) → (C t , δ), where δ is the usual flat metric on C t . The singularities of g X at p ι ∈ P are cone points with angle (2µ ι + 2)π, where −µ ι ≤ −1 is the order of the pole p ι of X. Then the trajectories of Re (X) and Im (X) are unitary geodesics in (C z \P, g X ).
is induced by the usual metric on C, δ , equivalently C t , ∂ ∂t , via the projection of π X,2 , and coincides with g X = Ψ * X (δ) since π X,1 is an isometry.
Lemma 2.2. The following diagram commutes
r r r r r r r r j
Moreover, π X,1 is a biholomorphism between (R X , π * X,2 ( ∂ ∂t )) and (C z , X).
In contrast, for a rational vector field with simple zeros, the associated π X,1 is not a biholomorphism between (R X , π * X,2 ( ∂ ∂t )) and (C z , X), since Ψ X is multivalued. In what follows, unless explicitly stated, we shall use the abbreviated form R X instead of the more cumbersome R X , π * X,2 ( In Diagram (8) we abuse notation slightly by saying that the domain of Ψ X is C z . This is a delicate issue, see Remark 1.1 following Proposition 1.
on the whole C z . 2. For fixed z 0 ∈ C z \P, the maximal (under analytic continuation) time domain of the local flow of X is
2.2.
The singular complex analytic dictionary.
Proposition 1 (Dictionary between the singular analytic objects originating from X ∈ E (r, d), [1] ). The following diagram describes a canonical one-to-one correspondence between its objects 1 ( Cz, X) denotes a pair, Riemann sphere and a singular complex analytic vector field.
(Cz, z 0 ), X denotes a germ of singular
Remark 1. 1. The choice of initial and end points z 0 , z for the integral defining Ψ X can be relaxed to include ∞ ∈ C z by integrating along asymptotic paths associated to asymptotic values of Ψ X at the essential singularity ∞ ∈ C z , see §5. 2. R X are non compact translation surfaces, following [25] §3. 3 and [16] .
3. The geometry of the Riemann surface R X 3.1. Branch points of R X : local ramification data. For X ∈ E (r, d), the distinguished parameter Ψ X belongs to the family
of structurally finite entire functions of type (r, d). In order to determine the Riemann surface R X precisely, one needs the knowledge of the the branch points {(z a , t a )} ⊂ R X under π X,2 , see [19] chap XI, [23] , [24] and [1] .
Lemma 3.1 (The existence of logarithmic and finitely ramified branch points). Let Ψ X : C z → C t be a structurally finite entire function of type (r, d), with d ≥ 1. Then 1) Ψ X has r critical values { p ι } ⊂ C t (counted with multiplicity), 2) Ψ −1 X has d direct singularities corresponding to d logarithmic branch points over d finite asymptotic values {a σ } ⊂ C t , and 3) Ψ −1 X has d direct singularities corresponding to d logarithmic branch points over ∞ ∈ C t , Furthermore, Ψ −1 X has no indirect singularities. Proof. Case (r, 0) is elementary. Case (r, d) with d ≥ 1 can be found as lemma 8.4 in [1] with a proof that relies heavily on the work of M. Taniguchi [23] , [24] .
Remark 2. To be precise, the logarithmic branch points associated to the isolated singularity at ∞ ∈ C z , are not in fact in R X ⊂ C z × C t . Instead, see for instance [7] , they lie on the non-Hausdorff closure C z × C t of C z × C t . Here
is the sphere with 2d infinities, that is the disjoint union of 2d copies of the Riemann sphere C with the equivalence relation ∼, given by (z, σ) ∼ (z, ρ) for all σ, ρ ∈ {1, . . . , 2d} if z = ∞. We will denote the 2d distinct infinities, referred to in Lemma 3.1, by
Suitable coordinate pairs (z ϑ , t ϑ ) ∈ R X ⊂ C z × C t will be identified with the branch points of R X . In what follows, the reader might find it helpful to follow along with Figures 1-6 in §5.1.
1)
For r ≥ 1, p ι ∈ C z is a pole of X (zero of ω X ) if and only if its image p ι = Ψ X (p ι ) ∈ C t is a critical value of Ψ X . Moreover (p ι , p ι ) ∈ R X is a finitely ramified branch point (under π X,2 ) with ramification index µ ι + 1 ≥ 2, where −µ ι ≤ −1 is the order of the pole p ι . We enumerate the corresponding finitely ramified branch points in R X as (12) {(p ι , p ι )} n ι=1 ⊂ R X , with order − µ ι ≤ −1 and
For d ≥ 1, ∞ ∈ C z is an isolated essential singularity of X. Lemma 3.1 allows us to denote the distinct finite asymptotic values by
and
X,2 (a j ) should contain at least one logarithmic branch point of R X for each exponential tract associated to the finite asymptotic value a j ; see [7] p. 356 where exponential tracts are denoted U (r) and [10] p. 212. In other words, if α(τ ) is an asymptotic path approaching ∞ σ ∈ C z associated to the finite asymptotic value a j then we may assume that α(τ ) is restricted to one exponential tract (the one containing ∞ σ ∈ C z ) and lim
Hence, the exponential tracts {α} serve as indices for the accurate description of the 2d logarithmic branch points in R X .
2) We will denote the corresponding logarithmic branch points over the finite asymptotic values a j(σ) ∈ C t , by (14) (∞ σ , a j(σ) ) ∈ R X , for σ ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
3) To be precise, the d logarithmic branch points over ∞ ∈ C t will be denoted by
Recalling that the finite asymptotic value a j has multiplicity ν j , the correspondence between indices is given by
where σ enumerates the logarithmic branch points b σ ∈ R X and the exponential tracts α = α(σ) := σ, while j = j(σ) enumerates the distinct finite asymptotic values a j ∈ C t .
Remark 3. We can assign a unique µ ϑ ∈ N∪{0, ∞} which denotes the ramification index minus one of b ϑ = (z ϑ , t ϑ ) ∈ R X . Therefore, the assignment
can be thought as an ad hoc notion of divisor of π X,2 . The above discussion can be summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 . Branch points of R X .
hence (p ι , p ι ) is a branch point with ramification index
is an essential singularity of X, a σ ∈ C t being a finite asymptotic value (14) of Ψ X , with exponential tract α σ , so
Note that (15) does not appear in (17) or Table 1 since it will not be needed.
The associated Ψ X has exactly one finite asymptotic or finite critical value t 1 ∈ C t if and only if
(r ≥ 1, 0) and X has a unique pole of order − r, in which case t 1 is the critical value, (0, 1) and X has an isolated essential singularity at ∞ ∈ C z , in which case t 1 is the finite asymptotic value.
aζ+b dζ, t 1 = a 1 , see example 4.16 or equation (8.19) in [1] . In the case (r, d) = (r ≥ 1, 0), the required distinguished parameter is Ψ X (z) = z (ζ − p) r dζ.
(⇒) By Lemma 3.1, Ψ −1 X has d logarithmic branch points over d finite asymptotic values, d logarithmic branch points over ∞ ∈ C t and r critical values (with multiplicity). Let {(z a , t a )} ⊂ π −1 X,2 (t 0 ) ⊂ R X be all the branch points over t 0 . The set {(z a , t a )} consists of exactly d logarithmic branch points over t 0 and n ≤ r finitely ramified branch points (p ι , t ι ) of ramification indices µ ι + 1 with r = n≤r ι=1 µ ι . We proceed by contradiction: suppose that d + n ≥ 2. Then R X has d + n connected components: d arising from the logarithmic branch points and n arising from the finitely ramified branch points. However, R X is biholomorphic to C, which of course consists of only one connected component. Thus d + n = 1 which immediately implies both cases.
3.2. The Riemann surface R X described by glueing sheets. Definition 3.3. Let {t k } r k=1 ⊂ C t be a finite set of different points. A sheet is a copy of C t with r ≥ 1 branch cuts L k ; i.e. C t is cut along horizontal right segments 
where the subindices ± refer to the obvious upper or lower boundary using Im (t). We say that the height of the cut L k is Im (t k ). Note that cuts (and the corresponding boundaries) need not be to the right, they could be more general simple curves, however for notational simplicity, (18) is written using right cuts
is an oriented straight line segment (19) ∆
, starting at t σ and ending at t ρ , here ρ, σ ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Noticing that sheets in turn can be decomposed further into elementary building blocks, we make the following. A finite helicoid is an even finite succession of half-planes
See
Relative position of the branch points on R X . In order to completely describe R X we also require information of the relative position of the branch points {(z a , t a )} on the surface. Definition 3.5. Let t a , t r ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a m , p 1 , . . . , p n } ⊂ C t be two distinct (finite) asymptotic or critical values of Ψ X and consider the oriented straight line segment t a t r ⊂ C t . The inverse image π −1 X,2 t a t r = {∆ ϑar } ⊂ R X is a set consisting of a finite (when m = 0, equivalently d = 0) or an infinite (when m ≥ 1) number of copies of t a t r . For each segment ∆ ϑar , let
2) Moreover, for a given diagonal ∆ ϑar , the two endpoints b a , b r of ∆ ϑar share the same sheet C ∆ ϑar \{suitable branch cuts} in R X . For ∆ ar a diagonal associated to the finite asymptotic or critical values t a and t r , note that π X,1 (∆ ar ) has its endpoints z a , z r ∈ P ∪ {∞ 1 , · · · , ∞ d } ⊂ C z and since (z r , t r ), (z a , t a ) ∈ R X , tha associated semi-residue is
In other words, an oriented straight line segment ∆ ar in R X is equivalent to the number t r − t a in C * .
Lemma 3.6 (Existence of diagonals in R X ). Suppose that there are at least two branch points {(z a , t a )} ⊂ R X , with t a ∈ C t . Then every branch point (z a , t a ) is an endpoint for at least one diagonal.
Suppose that there is no diagonal ∆ ar with endpoint (z a , t a ). This implies that (z a , t a ) does not share a sheet, C t \{suitable branch cuts}, with any other branch point (z r , t r ) ∈ π −1 X,2 (t r ), for some finite asymptotic or critical value t r = t a (note that the existence of t r is guaranteed by Lemma 3.2). In other words the only sheets, C t \{suitable branch cuts}, of R X containing the branch point (z a , t a ) are of the form C t \{L a }, for L a = [t a , ∞), hence by the same arguments as in Lemma 3.2, R X will have at least 2 connected components (one containing (z a , t a ) and the other containing (z r , t r )), leading to a contradiction.
Combinatorial objects: (r, d)-configuration trees
Denote the universal cover of C * by C * = {|z| e i arg(z) }, where arg(z) is the multivalued argument. For r + d ≥ 1 we have the following. Definition 4.1. A (r, d)-configuration tree is a graph tree Λ = V ; E with:
where z a ∈ C z , t a ∈ C t , µ a ∈ N ∪ {∞}, n ι=1 µ ι = r; and
• d + n − 1 weighted edges E = (∆ ar , λ ar ) | ∆ ar starts at a and ends at r , λ ar ∈ C * .
In addition, the following conditions on the number d + n of vertices must be satisfied: If Λ consists of only one vertex, then the (r, 0)-configuration trees are 1 = p 1 , p 1 , −r ; ∅ , the (0, 1)-configuration trees are 1 = ∞ 1 , a 1 , ∞ ; ∅ . If Λ has at least two vertices, then: 1) Existence of edges. There are no edges between vertices a = z a , t a , µ a and r = z r , t r , µ r for t a = t r . 2) Weight of an edge. When an edge ∆ ar exists its associated weight is (21)
where K(a, r) ∈ Z. 3) Minimality condition. There are at least two vertices, say 1 = z 1 , t 1 , µ 1 and z = z z , t z , µ z with t 1 = t z , such that there is an edge ∆ 1z connecting them. The respective weight 4 satisfies 
In this case the (r, 0)-configuration tree has two pole vertices and one edge
where p j = Ψ X (p j ), for j = 1, 2, are the critical values and the weight λ 1 2 is the semi-residue S(ω X , p 1 , p 2 , γ) = p 2 − p 1 , according to (20) . See Figure 1 .
∂z , with λ ∈ C * , and its distinguished parameter
We then have an isolated essential singularity at ∞ ∈ C z with finite asymptotic value Figure 1 . Vector field
∂z with two poles p ι of order −µ ι . The diagonal ∆ 1 2 ⊂ R X associated to the finitely ramified branch points and its projections via π X,1 and π X,2 are coloured red. The phase portrait (left drawing) is the case with poles of orders −µ 1 = 5 and −µ 2 = 3. See Example 1, and §6.2 for the drawing on the right.
. The (0, 1)-configuration tree consists of one essential vertex and no edges
Example 3. Consider the vector field
, with λ ∈ C * and p 1 ∈ C z , and its distinguished parameter
Once again we have an isolated essential singularity at ∞ ∈ C z with finite asymptotic value a 1 = Ψ X (∞) = λe −z0 (z 0 − p 1 + 1) corresponding to the exponential tract {z ∈ C z | Re (z) > 0}, and the pole p 1 has an associated critical value
. The (1, 1)-configuration tree has an essential vertex, a pole vertex and one edge Thus the pole p 1 = 0 has order −µ 1 = −2 and critical value p 1 = 0, while the essential singularity at ∞ ∈ C z has finite asymptotic value a 1 = −1, with multiplicity 3, each corresponding to one of the following exponential tracts (22)
That is (∞ 1 , −1), (∞ 2 , −1), (∞ 3 , −1) ∈ R X are 3 logarithmic branch points corresponding to the above exponential tracts as in Remark 2. The (2, 3)-configuration tree has three essential vertices, and one pole vertex, which we conveniently renumber as follows
In this way the (2, 3)-configuration tree is ∂ ∂z with essential singularity at ∞ and simple pole at p 1 . The Riemann surface R X consists of two semi-infinite helicoids, and a cyclic helicoid with 2 sheets; the two branch points are the endpoints of the diagonal ∆ 1 2 ⊂ R X (coloured red) on the level 0 sheet. The soul, Definition 6.2, is shaded blue. See Example 3, and §6.2 for the right drawing.
with weights given by
the difference in the phases arising from the fact that each exponential tract is on a different sheet on R X . See Figure 4 and the left hand side of Figure 6 .
Example 5. In a similar vein as the previous example consider the vector field
−i2π/3 p 1 , and an essential
Thus the critical values corresponding to the poles are
, p 2 = e i2π/3 p 1 and p 3 = e −i2π/3 p 1 . The essential singularity at ∞ has a 1 = 0 as its finite asymptotic value with multiplicity 3, once again with the same exponential tracts as the previous example, see equation (22) , hence (∞ 1 , 0), (∞ 2 , 0), (∞ 3 , 0) ∈ R X are the 3 logarithmic branch points corresponding to the mentioned exponential tracts. The (3, 3)-configuration tree has three essential vertices and three pole vertices, which we renumber conveniently as
Thus the (3, 3)-configuration tree (see Figure 5 ) is
with weights given by (27) It is instructive to examine in detail how these weights are calculated. The use of Figures 5 and 6 will facilitate the discussion. For the calculation of the first weight, ∞ 1 ∈ C z is the starting point for the integration of ω X , hence λ 1 2 = p 1 − a 1 ∈ C * . Now consider the calculation of the weight λ 2 3 : we seek the value of the integral from p 1 to p 2 , keeping in mind that we have just integrated from ∞ 1 to p 1 . The integration path, that goes from ∞ 1 through p 1 and then proceeds to p 2 , remains on only two adjacent angular sectors of the pole p 1 (going counterclockwise around the pole p 1 , see Figures 5 and 6 where one can trace the path of integration on the phase plane); which is equivalent to the fact that the image on R X of the integration path remains on the same sheet. Hence λ 2 3 = p 2 − p 1 ∈ C * . Continuing with the weight λ 2 4 , in this case the path of integration, starting from ∞ 1 passing through p 1 and ending at p 3 (going counterclockwise around the pole p 1 ), crosses three adjacent angular sectors of the pole p 1 ; this in turn is equivalent to the fact that the image of the integration path crosses three adjacent half-planes on R X , i.e. goes "up" on the ramified surface. Hence λ 2 4 = ( p 3 − p 1 ) e i2π ∈ C * . For the calculation of λ 3 5 , the integration path must take into account that the previous integration path was coming from p 1 , then the integration continues past p 2 and finally ends at ∞ 2 . Since the path crosses three adjacent angular sectors of The final calculation, λ 4 6 is the same as the previous one except with p 3 and ∞ 3 replacing p 2 and ∞ 2 respectively. Thus, once again, λ 4 6 = (a 1 − p 3 ) e i2π ∈ C * .
Why is classification of
Recall from section §3, that the graph of Ψ X is the flat Riemann surface R X and in order to specify completely the function Ψ X , it is necessary to not only specify the finite asymptotic and critical values in C t , but also the relative position of the corresponding branch points on R X .
Remark 7.
In order to get an accurate description, two combinatorial implicit obstacles are the following ones. D.1 No canonical order can be given to the finite asymptotic and critical values {t a } ⊂ C t of Ψ X . D.2 There is no preferred/canonical horizontal level 0, C ∆ar \{suitable branch cuts} ⊂ R X , that is to be chosen to start the description of R X as a combinatorial object. In particular, note that condition (D.1) will have a repercussion on the enumeration of the vertices in Definition 4.1, while condition (D.2) is associated to the choice of vertices 1 and z in the minimality condition of Definition 4.1. Moreover, these difficulties will also arise in the choice of arguments for the diagonals λ ar ∈ C * , associated to pairs of finite asymptotic or critical values, as will be made explicit in Example 5.
Proof of Main
The classes of (r, d)-configuration trees will be explained in §6.3.
• The trivial case: Ψ X has exactly one finite asymptotic or critical value: From Lemma 3.2, only the following two cases are possible,
where p ∈ C z and λ = 0. Example 2 provides the corresponding Λ X for (2).
• The non-trivial case: Ψ X has two or more finite asymptotic or critical values, i.e. d + n ≥ 2: Considering the surface R X , recall its divisor (17).
1. Vertices of Λ X . Let the vertices be the triads obtained from the divisor
There are d + n vertices.
2. Edges of Λ X . From Definition 3.5, the diagonals, associated to different pairs t a , t r of finite asymptotic or critical values, are oriented segments ∆ ar = (z a , t a )(z r , t r ) in R X , whose endpoints project down, via π X,2 , to the finite asymptotic or critical values t a , t r . From Lemma 3.6 it follows that there is at least one diagonal associated to each finite asymptotic or critical value. Hence the set of diagonals form the edges of a connected oriented graph. Note that if a cycle appears on the graph, the branch points corresponding to the vertices in the cycle all lie on the same sheet of R X . Such a subgraph will be called a horizontal subgraph. Moreover, each horizontal subgraph formed by the set of branch points sharing a same sheet of R X , say { = (z , t , µ )} s =1 with t 1 ≥ t 2 ≥ . . . ≥ t s , together with the set of diagonals (edges) forms a complete digraph K s with s(s − 1) oriented edges. However, by eliminating the appropriate edges from K s we can always obtain an oriented, traversable, horizontal subtree such that (29) no branch point is in the open horizontal strip π
defined by any edge ∆ jk , in K s whose endpoints are not .
As will become clear (29) will be the preferred horizontal subtree condition of Definition 4.1.
On another note, by simple inspection (at least) one of the following cases occur.
for some ι, κ ∈ {1, . . . , n}, p ι = p κ .
for some σ ∈ {1, . . . , d}, ι ∈ {1, . . . , n}, a σ = p ι .
for some σ, ρ ∈ {1, . . . , d}, a σ = a ρ .
We thus obtain a non-weighted, oriented connected traversable tree
; ∆ ar .
Without loss of generality, we assume that 1 is the starting leaf of the tree.
3. Weights of Λ X . As an aid, the reader can follow the construction by considering Example 5. [We will include such references inside square brackets.] For the assignment of weights { λ ar } to the edges {∆ ar } we proceed to traverse the tree. a) We start to traverse the tree from the starting leaf 1 . The edge corresponding to the leaf is ∆ 1z . We define the weight as λ 1z := λ 1z = (z 1 , t 1 )(z z , t z ) = t z − t 1 ∈ C * . The branch points corresponding to 1 and z share the same sheet in R X . [Referring to Example 5, our first edge is ∆ 1 2 , and condition (B) is satisfied.] If we have only two vertices we have completed the construction of Λ X . b) When there are at least 3 vertices, assume we are at the vertex z , we choose a vertex a , with a = 1, z, such that the edge ∆ z a exists. The associated weight is defined as in (21) by
where 2πK(z, a) is the argument between the sheets 5 containing ∆ 1 z and ∆ zσ . [Referring to Example 5, the weight λ 2 3 ∈ C * since on R X the diagonals ∆ 1 2 and ∆ 2 3 lie on the same sheet; however the weight λ 2 4 ∈ C * , since on R X the diagonals ∆ 1 2 and ∆ 2 4 lie on different sheets.] c) Continue the assignment of weights as in (b) for all the edges that contain the vertex z . This exhausts the edges containing the vertex z . d) Continue traversing the tree and assigning the weights as in the previous step until all the vertices are exhausted. [Referring to Example 5, the last edge to be considered is e 4 6 with corresponding weight λ 4 6 = (a 1 − p 3 ) e
i2π .]
5 Geometrically K(z, a) ∈ Z corresponds to the number of sheets in R X that separate the diagonals ∆ 1z and ∆za. As is usual language, going around a branch point counterclockwise corresponds to going "upwards" on the ramified surface and hence the number that separates the sheets is positive. Similarly going around the branch point clockwise corresponds to going "downwards". Furthermore going K times around a finitely ramified branch point of ramification index µ is equivalent to going around it K (modµ) times.
We have thus constructed an (r, d)-configuration tree
; (∆ ar , λ ar ) associated to Ψ X .
Remark 8. Non-uniqueness of (r, d)-configuration trees associated to Ψ X . 1. There is no canonical way of choosing the non-weighted, oriented connected traversable tree given by (33). This will change the values of K(a, r), and hence of the weights λ ar of the edges of Λ X . 2. The choice of the weight (in particular the argument) when considering an edge that connects a pole vertex with any other type of vertex is not unique because of the modular arithmetic involved. For instance, if we have an edge (∆ ιr , λ ιr ) connecting a pole vertex ι = (p ι , p ι , µ ι ) to any other vertex r , then changing λ ιr by a factor of e i2π(µι+1) for ∈ Z, will give rise to a different (r, d)-configuration tree associated to the same Ψ X . These issues will be addressed in §6.3.
6.2.
From a (r, d)-configuration tree Λ X to R X associated to Ψ X . In this direction of the proof, we abuse notation by using Λ X and R X instead of Λ and R Λ . Let Λ X be an (r, d)-configuration tree as in (35). The construction will proceed in three steps. We will first construct the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X (a "blow-up" of Λ X , see Definition 6.1), describing the embedding of Λ X in C z × C t . As a second step, from the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X we will construct a connected Riemann surface with boundary, the soul of Λ X (see Definition 6.2). As the third and final step, we shall glue infinite helicoids on the boundaries of the soul to obtain the simply connected Riemann surface R X . Figure 7 presents a particular example that will help the reader follow the construction.
Construction of the
The (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X will contain the same information as Λ X . a) With the disadvantage of being more cumbersome to express. b) With the advantage that it will enable us to identify the equivalence classes of Λ X in §6.3. First recall that we have two possible types of vertices: essential vertices σ = (∞ σ , a σ , ∞) and pole vertices ι = (p ι , p ι , −µ ι ). Moreover for each weighted edge, (e ar , λ ar ), that starts at a and ends at r , the weight can be expressed as (36)
where the maximum and minimum are taken over all the edges that start at σ and end at the respective { r }. Construct a vertical tower associated to σ ; that is an oriented linear graph consisting of exactly (K max −K min +1) copies of the vertex σ joined by (K max − K min ) vertical edges (without weights). We shall assign, consecutively, to each vertex of the vertical tower a level : an integer starting at −K min and ending at K max . Call the increasing direction up and the decreasing direction down. 
. The starting vertex is 1 , with weight λ 1 2 = a 2 − a 1 ∈ C * , while λ 2 3 , λ 2 4 , λ 3 5 ∈ C * . The weights λ 2 3 = p 1 − a 2 , λ 2 4 = p 2 − a 2 , and λ 3 5 = a 2 − p 1 are also elements of C * : in the description of the (3, r)-skeleton of Λ X the information about how many sheets we have gone "up" or "down" the Riemann surface is now included. For instance λ 2 3 = e i2π λ 2 3 and λ 3 5 = e i2πs λ 3 5 , with s = −2 mod (µ 1 + 1).
The vertical tower will have vertices of valence 1 at the extreme levels −K min and K max , otherwise of valence 2. [See vertex 2 in Figure 7 .] II) For each pole vertex ι = (p ι , p ι , −µ ι ), of the original Λ X , construct a vertical cycle of length µ ι + 1 associated to ι ; that is an oriented cyclic graph consisting of exactly µ ι + 1 copies of the vertex ι joined by µ ι + 1 vertical edges (without weights). The vertices on the vertical cycle are also assigned a level: in this case arithmetic modulo (µ ι + 1) is to be used. The vertical cycle of length µ ι + 1 will only have vertices of valence 2. Once again, call one direction of the vertical cycle up and the other direction down.
[See vertex 4 in Figure 7 .] Definition 6.1. The (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X is the oriented graph obtained by: a) Replacing each essential and pole vertices with their associated vertical tower or vertical cycle respectively. b) The edge, (e ar , λ ar ) ∈ Λ X , is to end at the level 0 vertex of the vertical tower or vertical cycle associated to r . Furthermore it should start at the level K(a, r) vertex of the vertical tower or vertical cycle associated to a , noting that if a is a pole vertex, modular arithmetic is to be used. c) Finally replace the weights λ ar by λ ar .
Remark 9. The (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X has the following properties (also see Diagram (37)): 1. The edges of the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X are divided in two sets: the vertical edges (alluded to in (I) and (II) above), and the horizontal edges of the form (e ar , λ ar ) with λ ar = |t r − t a | e i arg 0 (tr−ta) ∈ C * , see (21) . 2. Consider two horizontal edges (e za , λ za ) and (e ar , λ ar ) in the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X that share the vertex a in the original (r, d)-configuration tree Λ X . We shall say that:
• The horizontal edge (e ar , λ ar ) is K(a, r) levels upwards or downwards of the edge (e za , λ za ) in the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X depending on whether K(a, r) is positive or negative respectively.
• The edges share the same horizontal level, when K(a, r) = 0. Geometrically, K(a, r) can be recognized as a) the number of sheets in R X separating the diagonals ∆ za and ∆ ar or equivalently b) the number of levels in the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X separating the edges (e za , λ za ) and (e ar , λ ar ). 3. From the minimality condition the weight λ 1 2 ∈ C * , hence the horizontal subtree containing (e 1 2 , λ 1 2 ) will be called the horizontal level 0 subtree of the (r, On the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X there are two types of vertices; those that do not share horizontal edges and those that share horizontal edges (the vertices that belong to a horizontal subtree). For simplicity, let us first assume that on any given horizontal subtree the asymptotic and critical values t r in (28) (associated to these vertices) all lie on different horizontal trajectories of (C t , ∂ ∂t ). Remark 10. Combinatorial aspects of a sheet arising from the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X . We recall Definition 3.3. Case 1. From a vertex a with only vertical edges attached to it (there are only two such vertical edges), we obtain a sheet C t \{L a } with only one branch cut L a .
Note that the two boundaries [t a , ∞) ± , of the sheet C t \{L a }, correspond to the vertical edges. Case 2. From a horizontal subtree in the d-skeleton of Λ X , say with vertices { a }, we obtain a sheet C t \{L a }. Once again the edges e a r correspond to the diagonals ∆ a r ⊂ C t \{L a }.
We now start the construction of R X from the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X . a) Replace each vertex 6 of the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X that does not share a horizontal edge with a sheet C t \L a . b) Given a horizontal subtree with s vertices, say {v } s =1 , denote by a the vertex, of the original d-configuration tree, to which the vertex v projects down to. Replace the given horizontal subtree with a sheet
, where each L a is the horizontal branch cut associated to the vertex a . Since all the values {t a } lie on different horizontal trajectories of ∂ ∂t , then none of the horizontal branch cuts L a intersect in C t . Continue this replacement process for every horizontal subtree. Note that we obtain stacked copies of C t \L a and C t \{L a } s =1 , but they retain their relative position respect to the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X , by the fact that we still have not removed the vertical edges of the d-skeleton of Λ X . c) We now replace the vertical towers and vertical cycles in the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X with finite helicoids or cyclic helicoids respectively (recall Definition 3.4). On each vertical tower or vertical cycle, say the one associated to the vertex a , glue together the horizontal branch cuts by alternating the boundaries of C t \L a , so as to form finite helicoids or cyclic helicoids over the vertex a , making sure that all the finite helicoids go upwards when turning counter-clockwise around the vertex.
In the case where a vertical tower is involved, the finite helicoid has two boundaries consisting of [t a , ∞) + and [t a , ∞) − ; in the case where a vertical cycle is involved we obtain a cyclic helicoid, that is a finite helicoid whose boundaries have been identified/glued. Definition 6.2. The soul of the (r, d)-configuration tree Λ X is the Riemann surface with boundary described by (a)-(c) above.
Remark 11. The soul is a simply connected Riemann surface that has as boundary
here σ enumerates the finite asymptotic values as in (17) .
In the particular case when on some horizontal subtree there are at least two asymptotic or critical values {t a } d+n a=1 ⊂ (C, Proceed with the construction (a)-(e) as above but using e iθ L a instead of L a for the construction. Note that for small enough θ > 0 all the surfaces obtained are homeomorphic. Finally let θ → 0 + and consider the limiting surface.
Example 6. 1) X ∈ E (r, 0), so Ψ X is a polynomial, in which case the soul of Λ X is R X . See Figure 1 . The soul is shaded blue in all the figures.
2) X(z) = e z ∂ ∂z , so Ψ X is an exponential, in which case the soul of Λ X consists of C t \L 1 , a single sheet with exactly one branch cut. See Figure 2 and figure 11 .a in [1] .
∂z , so Ψ X is the error function, in which case the soul of Λ X consists of C t \(L 1 ∪ L 2 ), a single sheet with exactly two branch cuts. See Figure 10 and figure 11 .b in [1] .
3. Construction of R X from the soul of Λ X . To each of the 2d boundaries of the soul of Λ X , glue a semi-infinite helicoid to obtain a simply connected Riemann surface R X . This surface has exactly d logarithmic branch points over d finite asymptotic values and n finitely ramified branch points with ramification indices that add up to r + n.
In fact, R X is realized via Maskit surgeries with d exp-blocks and r quadratic blocks, hence following M. Taniguchi [23] , [24] , there exist polynomials E(z) of degree d and P (z) of degree r arising from Λ X , which characterize the function
Finally assign to R X a flat metric R X , π * X,2 ( ∂ ∂t ) induced by π X,2 . By Proposition 1, our sought after vector field is
Remark 12. An (r, d)-configuration tree has all K(a, r) ≡ 0 if and only if on the corresponding Riemann surface R X all the diagonals share the same sheet
Remark 13. Note that the (r, d)-configuration tree Λ X is an abstract graph and, roughly speaking, the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X , is a tree "embedded" in R X as a subset of C z × C t . It is not a genuine embedding since the branch points of R X are replaced by a vertical tower or vertical cycle during the blow-up process of Λ X (the vertical edges of the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X indicate how many sheets separate the diagonals). In this sense, both the (r, d)-configuration tree Λ X and the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X project to a graph π X,2 (Λ X ) ⊂ C t . See Figures 1-5 and 7-8, in particular π X,2 (Λ X ) need not be a tree as in Figures 5 and 8 . This is represented by the diagram: This finishes the proof of the Main Theorem.
Following is an examples that illustrate (1), (3) and (4) of the definition.
Example 7. Choice of horizontal level 0 and of edge to remove when a horizontal cycle occurs. Let us consider Example 5 once again. Notice that branch points corresponding to the vertices 1 , 2 and 3 share the same sheet on R X , hence the corresponding diagonals form a triangle (a horizontal cycle). Thus there is a choice to be made as to which two diagonals to include in the (3, 3)-configuration tree. In Example 5, Figure 5 , the diagonals chosen are 1 2 and 2 3 ; if instead we choose 1 2 and 3 1 then we can not start to traverse the tree from vertex 1 since 1 is not a leaf. This presents us with another choice: to start with vertex 5 or vertex 6 . Choosing to start with vertex 5 we obtain the following (3, 3)-configuration tree
with the parameters given by (27) in Example 5 and
and λ 3 1 = λ 3 1 e i2π ∈ C * , since the previous integration path was coming from ∞ 2 so the integration path crosses three adjacent angular sectors of p 2 . Note that since λ 1 2 + λ 2 3 + λ 3 1 = 0 then even though the (3, 3)-configuration trees Λ X and Λ X given by (38) and (26), respectively, are not the same, they give rise to the same Riemann surface R X . Compare Figures 5 and 8. 
Vieta's map generalized to transcendental functions
Recall that Vieta's map provides a parametrization of the space of monic polynomials of degree s ≥ 1 by the roots {q i } s i=1 , up to the action of the symmetric group of order s, S(s). Hence by allowing non-monic polynomials P (z) and E(z) in the description of X ∈ E (r, d), and recalling the local parameter description of the classes of (r, d)-configuration trees [Λ X ], we have.
of the polynomials P (z) and E(z). Figure 8 . Essential singularity at ∞ (of 1-order 3) and 3 simple poles revisited. Example 5 revisited. The edge (e 2 3 , λ 2 3 ) was replaced by the edge (e 3 1 , λ 3 1 ), so as to not produce a cycle 1 2 3 . Also we now start to traverse the tree from 5 since 1 is no longer a leaf. The (3, 3)-configuration tree is not the same as that of Figure 5 . Note that on C t , ∂ ∂t the projection of the diagonal ∆ 2 3 = 2 3 is not present anymore.
2) The r roots of P (z), d roots of E(z) and the coefficient λ.
3
Proof. For (1) and (2) see [2] . On the other hand, for (3), note that there are r +d+1 local complex parameters
defining the classes [Λ X ]. All are continuous, and because of the bijection X ←→ [Λ X ], they form local charts for an atlas of E (r, d) as a complex manifold of dimension r + d + 1.
Corollary 1.
There is a complex analytic dependence between 1) the finite critical values and asymptotic values, 2) the vertices of Λ X , and 3) the coefficients of the polynomials P (z) and E(z).
As an example, in [1] , §9.5, the complex analytic dependence for the cases (r, d) = (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3) are explicitly computed in terms of the exponential function, the error function and Airy's function respectively.
8. Decomposition of the phase portraits into invariant components
where {a σ } are the finite asymptotic values of Ψ X . Moreover, there are an infinite number of half planes H Proof. Decomposition (39) follows by recalling Definition 3.4, the biholomorphism π X,1 presented in Diagram 3 and the fine structure of the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X . It is an accurate description of the phase portrait decomposition of Re (X): The first row depicts the, at least 2(r + 1) and at most 4r, half planes associated to the r poles. On the second row are the d finite helicoids arising from the d finite asymptotic values {a σ }, where it is to be noticed that this can be an empty collection. On the third row are the 2d semi-infinite helicoids. And on the fourth row, the finite height strips associated to the non-horizontal diagonals in R X .
On the topology of Re (X)
Consider the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms Homeo(C) + = {h : C z → C z | preserving orientation and fixing ∞ ∈ C}.
Definition 9.1. Let X 1 , X 2 ∈ E (r, d) be two singular analytic vector fields. They are topologically equivalent if there exists h ∈ Homeo(C) + which takes the trajectories of Re (X 1 ) to trajectories of Re (X 2 ), preserving real time orientation, but not necessarily the parametrization. A bifurcation for Re (X 1 ) occurs, when the topology of its phase portrait topologically changes under small deformation of X 1 in the family E (r, d), otherwise X 1 is structurally stable, in E (r, d).
; (∆ ar , λ ar ) be a (r, d)-configuration tree. By simple inspection we have Theorem 9.2 (Structural stability of Re (X) for X ∈ E (r, d)). The real vector field Re (X) is structurally stable in E (r, d) if and only if • X has only simple poles and • Im λ ar = 0 for all weighted edges ∆ ar of Λ X .
As a direct consequence of the structure of the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X we obtain Let us recall that the phase portrait Re (X) on C z , as in (3) of the theorem, only has a finite number (≤ r) of multiple saddle points. These phase portraits were first studied by W. M. Boothby [8] , [9] , showing that they appear as the real part of certain harmonic functions; in our framework, the imaginary part of ω X .
Proof. The number of topologies can be obtained by looking at the number of possible (r, d)-skeletons of Λ X associated to the (r, d)-configuration trees.
For each (r, d) ∈ (r ≥ 2, 1), (r ≥ 1, 2), (r ≥ 0, d ≥ 3) there will be at least one (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X with at least one vertical tower with two horizontal subgraphs attached to the same vertical tower. These horizontal subgraphs are vertically separated from each other by an integer number K(σ, ρ), of degree 2 vertices on a vertical tower. Hence there are an infinite number of different ways, described by {K(σ, ρ) ≥ 1}, we can attach these two subgraphs to the vertical tower, each of which represents a different configuration in R X .
The remaining cases are (r, d) ∈ (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 1), (r ≥ 1, 0) . The cases (0, 1), (1, 0) are trivial by Lemma 3.2. For cases (0, 2) and (1, 1): R X has two branch points hence they must share the same sheet. Thus each one of these cases have exactly two topologies. Case (0,2) is illustrated in Figure 10 . Case (r ≥ 2, 0) corresponds to Ψ X being a polynomial, hence the number of topologies is finite.
Since poles can have multiplicity, there are p(r) ways of arranging r poles (with multiplicity). Moreover, there are at most r−1 diagonals connecting the (at most) r poles. For each diagonal we have at least two and at most three different topologies for Re (X) (characterized by the diagonal ∆ ικ : Im (t ι ) = Im (t κ ), Im (t ι ) < Im (t κ ), Im (t ι ) > Im (t κ )). Hence there are at most 3 (r−1) (r − 1)! ways of placing the diagonals on the (r, 0)-configuration tree to obtain a different topology. Finally we must take into account that each of these diagonals, when viewed on the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X , could be at a different level. Let L(r) be the number of ways to place a diagonal on a (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X . Since there are at most r − 1 diagonals and at most r levels, then a (very rough) upper bound for L(r) is r(r − 1). Table 2 presents a summary of the possible topologies of Re (X), for X ∈ E (r, d), that arise for different pairs (r, d). Table 2 . Topologies of Re (X) for different pairs (r, d). 
with λ1 2 ∈ C * , two topologies:
with λ1 2 ∈ C * , two topologies: λ1 2 ∈ R, λ1 2 ∈ R 2 0 3 Λ = {(p1, p1, −2); ∅}, gives rise to one topology. Λ = {(p1, p1, −1), (p2, p2, −1); (e1 2, λ1 2)}, with λ1 2 ∈ C * , two topologies: {(ear, λar) | a, r ∈ {1, . . . , n + 2}} , 1 ≤ n ≤ r being the number of distinct poles
{(ear, λar) | a, r ∈ {1, . . . , d + n}} , 0 ≤ n ≤ r being the number of distinct poles 10. Epilogue: the singularity at ∞ Our naive question; how can we describe the singularity of X at ∞ ∈ C z , for X ∈ E (r, d)?, is answered in this section.
In [1] , §5, germs of singular analytic vector fields X are studied in detail. Starting with a simple closed path γ enclosing 7 the singularity z ϑ ∈ C, the notion of an admissible cyclic word W X in the alphabet {H, E, P, E} is well defined,
It is to be noted that the affine group Aut(C) is the largest complex automorphism group that acts on E (r, d), [2] . Hence the germ ( C, z ϑ ), X(z) is a local analytic invariant. Figure 9 . Hyperbolic H, elliptic E, parabolic P and entire E sectors in C z . The curve γ is shown in red. Note that E EH ∼ E is illustrated on the right.
The letters in the alphabet are the usual angular sectors for vector fields: hyperbolic H, elliptic E, parabolic P (see [4] p. 304, [5] p. 86) and the new class 1 entire sector E (see [1] p. 151); see Figure 9 .
Specific attributions encoded by the word W X in (40) are as follows. 1) Equivalence classes. The word W X is well defined up to the relations E EH ∼ E and H EE ∼ E , according to [1] pp. 166-167. Under this equivalence the word becomes independent of the choice of the path γ enclosing the singularity. 2) Poincaré-Hopf index. If the number of letters H, E and E that appear in a word W X at z ϑ , is denoted by h, e and ε respectively, then the Poincaré-Hopf index formula is P H(X, z ϑ ) = 1 + e−h+ε 2 . Furthermore, in theorem A p. 130 and §6 of [1] , the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem χ( C) = P H(X, z ϑ ) is extended to include germs of singular analytic vector fields X that determine an admissible word. 3) Displacement of parabolic sectors. As matter of record, each parabolic sector P ν of W X has a displacement number ν ∈ C\R, see [1] pp. 149-150. 4) The residue. In fact the residue of the word (the vector fields germ) is
Clearly for X ∈ E (r, d) all the residues are zero, since ω X is holomorphic on C z . The red curves represent taut Γ's that allow the recognition of the words. The global topologies of the corresponding Re (X), X ∈ E (0, 2), are described in the third row of Table 2 , and the germ of singularities at ∞ in Example 11.
Example 8 (Cyclic words at poles). For a pole p ι ∈ C z of order −µ ι , the cyclic word W X consists of exactly 2(µ ι + 1) hyperbolic sectors H:
The Poincaré-Hopf index of X at p ι is −µ ι .
Example 9 (A cyclic word at ∞). Recall the rational vector field in Example 1, in our language the description of the singularity at infinity is
The Poincaré-Hopf index of X at ∞ is µ 1 + µ 2 + 2.
Example 10 (Cyclic words at ∞ having entire sectors). Recall the exponential vector field in Example 2, this basic object produces
The Poincaré-Hopf index of X at ∞ is 2.
Example 11 (The error function). The vector field
has associated the error function Ψ(z) = λ
Case λ = 1, the logarithmic branch points are {(∞ 1 , −1), (∞ 2 , 1), (∞ 3 , ∞), (∞ 4 , ∞)}, using the notation in equations (14) , and the Re (X)-invariant decomposition is
See Figure 10 . Case λ = i, the logarithmic branch points are
note that the appearance of two opposite parabolic sectors having displacements ±2i is due the horizontal strip in the decomposition. See Figure 10 .
In both cases the Poincaré-Hopf index of X at ∞ is 2.
We now have that for the essential singularity:
Theorem 10.1. 1) Let be X ∈ E (r, d), the cyclic word W X at ∞ is recognized as
with exactly ε = 2d letters W ι = E. Moreover, h − e = 2(d − r − 1). 2) The word W X is a complete topological invariant of a germ ( C, ∞), X . 3) Conversely, a germ of a singular complex analytic vector field (C, 0), Y is the restriction of an X ∈ E (r, d) at ∞ if and only if the point 0 is an isolated essential singularity of Y and its admissible word W Y satisfies that i) the residue of the word Res(W Y ) = 0, ii) the Poincaré-Hopf index of the word P H(Y, 0) = 2 + r, iii) it has exactly 2d entire sectors E.
Proof. The proof of the first statement follows the arguments in §5, §9 and §10 of [1] .
Step 1: Take a simple path γ ⊂ ( C z , ∞) enclosing only ∞ (γ does not enclose any poles of X).
Step 2: Lift γ to Γ in R X ⊂ C z × C t . Note that Γ lies completely in the soul of R X , recall Definition 6.2.
Step 3: The singularity at ∞ of X has a certain self-similarity (as the examples in §5 shown), hence in order to recognize a simple word describing it, a suitable deformation of Γ is required. That is, we deform Γ to a taut deformation Γ in the soul of R X . For examples of a taut deformation Γ see Figures 10 and 11 . For the appropriate technical definitions and another example see pp. 211-212 of [1] , in particular figure 17. The taut deformation Γ recognizes letters W ι at ∞ as follows:
• letters P when Γ crosses finite height strip flows,
• letters H when Γ makes a half circle around a branch point of R X ,
• letters E when Γ makes a half circle around (the branch point at) ∞ on a sheet of R X , • letters E when Γ bounces off the boundaries of the soul of R X .
As for the difference h − e between the number of sectors H and E appearing in the cyclic word W X at ∞, we shall use the Poincare-Hopf index theory extended to these kinds of singularities (theorem A in §6 of [1] with M = C z ). From the fact that X ∈ E (r, d) has exactly r poles (counted with multiplicity) in C z and since P H(X, p ι ) = −µ ι for a pole p ι of order −µ ι , then (6.6) of [1] gives us
On the other hand from (6.5) of [1] P H(X, ∞) = 1 + e−h+2d 2 , and the result follows. Assertion (2) follows by simple inspection. For assertion (3), use a slight modification of corollary 10.1 of [1] . The only change arises from the fact that X ∈ E (r, d) has exactly r poles (counted with multiplicity) in C z . Once again, by (45) the result follows.
Example 12 (Cyclic words at ∞). 1. Recall the vector field in Example 3,
where ν = p 1 − a 1 = −λe −p1 . Note that if ν ∈ R then P ±ν do not appear as letters in W X and the word reduces to W X = E EEE. The Poincaré-Hopf index of X at ∞ is 3. 2. Recall the vector field in Example 4,
The Poincaré-Hopf index of X at ∞ is 4. The Poincaré-Hopf index of X at ∞ is 5.
10.1. The case that all critical and asymptotic values are real. Recall the following result.
Theorem (Eremenko et al., [12] , [13] ). If all critical points of a rational function f are real, then f is equivalent to a real rational function.
This immediately implies that for such a rational function all the critical values are also real. Motivated by the above, we have.
Corollary 2 (Real critical and asymptotic values).
1) If all critical and asymptotic values of Ψ X for X ∈ E (r, d) are in R, then the following assertions hold. a) R X , as in (39), is the union of half planes. b) Ψ X : U ⊂ C −→ H 2 is a Schwartz-Christoffel map, for each half plane U . c) X is unstable in E (r, d).
2) The critical and asymptotic values are in R if and only if the family of rotated vector fields Re e iθ X bifurcates at θ = nπ for n ∈ Z.
Relation to Belyȋ's functions.
A rational function is Belyȋ if it has only three critical values {0, 1, ∞}, see [6] . We discuss the analogous notion considering asymptotic values.
By Lemma 3.1, we have that for X ∈ E (r, d), the distinguished parameter Ψ X has an even number 2d of asymptotic values (counted with multiplicity).
The construction of a Ψ X (z) having three asymptotic values, say at {0, 1, ∞} set theoretically, as in Belyȋ's theory, is possible for X ∈ E (r, d). (14) and (15) . In set theoretically language, its asymptotic values are {−1, 1, ∞}. note the appearance of a new word T that is an angular sector 8 having an accumulation point of double zeros of X, see Figure 12 . The 1-order of X is finite and at least 1.
Future work.
10.3.1. Topological classification of Re (X) for X ∈ E (r, d). As suggested by the results of §9; a careful study of the (r, d)-skeleton of Λ X allows for a complete topological classification of Re (X) for X ∈ E (r, d), in terms of the placement of the critical and asymptotic values. This will be the subject of future work. 8 The phase portrait of Re (X) is obtained by considering the pullback of Re , we are presented with two intrinsically different cases: 1) If Ψ X is univalued 9 then vertices of the form (q ι , ∞, ν ι ), corresponding to the zeros Z = {q ι } s ι=1 of X, need to be added to the description of Λ X . 2) If Ψ X is multivalued, then extra structure will be required, because of the appearance of logarithmic singularities over those q ι ∈ C z where the associated 1-form has non-zero residue.
On cyclic words.
Cyclic words as topological or analytical invariants for germs. The word W X (as in Theorem 10.1), is a complete topological invariant of a germ ( C, ∞), X , X ∈ E (r, d). Moreover, the word W X in general, is not a global topological invariant of X ∈ E (r, d). For example all the vector fields X ∈ E (r, 0), r ≥ 3, with all critical and asymptotic values in R, have the same word W X = EE · · · EE 2r+2 at ∞.
However, it is possible to modify the definitions of angular sectors P ν , E and E so that in fact the corresponding W X is a global analytic invariant of X modulo Aut(C). This is left for a future project. As a side note this shows that the topological classification of functions is coarser the topological classification of phase portraits of vector fields, even for Ψ X and X in E (r, d).
